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Curriculum: Susquenita Curriculum  PENNSYLVANIA 

Course: .PACS.Communication Arts Grade 5   Date: February 27, 2014 ET

Topic: Charlie and The Chocolate Factory Before Reading Strategies
Subject(s):

Days: 0
Grade(s):

R5.A.1.6.1 -- Important
Identify intended 
purpose of text.

R5.B.3.3.3 -- Important
Interpret graphics and 
charts and/or make 
connections between text 
and the content of 
graphics and charts.

R5.A.2.6.1 -- Important
Identify the author's 
intended purpose of text.

genre
fiction
nonfiction
preview
text organization
prior knowledge
connections
purpose
author's purpose
predict
reasonable
vocabulary

Good readers use 
strategies before reading 
to improve 
understanding.

1.1.5.B. -- Important
WORD RECOGNITION SKILLS - Use knowledge of 
phonics (e.g., syllabication, root words, prefixes, 
suffixes), and the dictionary or context clues to decode 
and understand new words during reading.

1.2.5.A. -- Essential
TEXT ORGANIZATION - Evaluate text organization 
and content to determine the author’s purpose and 
effectiveness.

1.1.5.D -- Essential
COMPREHENSION AND INTERPRETATION - 
Demonstrate comprehension / understanding before 
reading, during reading, and after reading on grade 
level texts through strategies such as retelling, 
summarizing, note taking, connecting to prior 
knowledge, extending ideas from text, and non-
linguistic representations.

1.1.5.A. -- Important
PURPOSES FOR READING - Identify the author’s 
purpose and type, using grade level text.

1.1.5.C -- Essential
VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT - Use meaning 
and knowledge of words (e.g., homophones, 
homographs, root words) across content areas to 
increase reading vocabulary.

R5.B.3.3.2 -- Essential
Use headings to locate information in a passage, or 
identify content that would best fit in a specific section 
of text.

R5.B.3.3.1 -- Essential
Identify and/or interpret text organization, including 
sequence, question/answer, comparison/contrast, 
cause/effect, or problem/solution.

R5.A.2.1.2 -- Essential
Identify and/or interpret meaning of content-specific 
words used in text.

Know: Understand: Do:
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1.1.5.B. -- Important
WORD RECOGNITION SKILLS - Use knowledge of phonics (e.g., syllabication, root words, prefixes, suffixes), and 
the dictionary or context clues to decode and understand new words during reading.

1.2.5.A. -- Essential
TEXT ORGANIZATION - Evaluate text organization and content to determine the author’s purpose and effectiveness.

1.1.5.D -- Essential
COMPREHENSION AND INTERPRETATION - Demonstrate comprehension / understanding before reading, during 
reading, and after reading on grade level texts through strategies such as retelling, summarizing, note taking, connecting 
to prior knowledge, extending ideas from text, and non-linguistic representations.

1.1.5.A. -- Important
PURPOSES FOR READING - Identify the author’s purpose and type, using grade level text.

1.1.5.C -- Essential
VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT - Use meaning and knowledge of words (e.g., homophones, homographs, root 
words) across content areas to increase reading vocabulary.

R5.A.1.6.1 -- Important
Identify intended purpose of text.

R5.B.3.3.2 -- Essential
Use headings to locate information in a passage, or identify content that would best fit in a specific section of text.

R5.B.3.3.3 -- Important
Interpret graphics and charts and/or make connections between text and the content of graphics and charts.

R5.A.2.6.1 -- Important
Identify the author's intended purpose of text.

R5.B.3.3.1 -- Essential
Identify and/or interpret text organization, including sequence, question/answer, comparison/contrast, cause/effect, or 
problem/solution.

R5.A.2.1.2 -- Essential
Identify and/or interpret meaning of content-specific words used in text.

Which standards are students learning in this unit?
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 What do I need to do before I read?

 Type of Text
R5.B.3.3.2

Preview Text
R5.B.3.3.1, R5.B.3.3.3, 1.2.5.A.

Prior Knowledge
1.1.5.D

What type of text am I reading?  (A)

R5.B.3.3.2

How do I  preview a text?  (A)

R5.B.3.3.3

How can previewing the text before I read help 
me understand what I read?  (A)

R5.B.3.3.3, 1.2.5.A., R5.B.3.3.1

How can what I already know help me 
understand what I read?  (A)

1.1.5.D

genre, fiction, nonfiction preview, text organization prior knowledge, connections

Purpose
R5.A.1.6.1, R5.A.2.6.1, 1.1.5.A.

Prediction
1.1.5.D

Vocabulary
1.1.5.B., 1.1.5.C, R5.A.2.1.2

Why do we read?  (A)

1.1.5.A., R5.A.1.6.1, R5.A.2.6.1

Why did the author write the text?  (A)

R5.A.1.6.1, R5.A.2.6.1, 1.1.5.A.

How do I make a reasonable prediction?  (A)

1.1.5.D

How can predictions help me understand what I 
read?  (A)

1.1.5.D

What vocabulary words do I need to be familiar 
with to help me understand what I read?  (A)

1.1.5.B., 1.1.5.C, R5.A.2.1.2

purpose, author's purpose predict, reasonable vocabulary

Additional Information:

Key Learning: Good readers use strategies before reading to improve understanding.

Unit Essential Question(s):

Concept: Concept: Concept:

Lesson Essential Question(s): Lesson Essential Question(s): Lesson Essential Question(s):

Vocabulary: Vocabulary: Vocabulary:

Concept: Concept: Concept:

Lesson Essential Question(s): Lesson Essential Question(s): Lesson Essential Question(s):

Vocabulary: Vocabulary: Vocabulary:

Attached Document(s):
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Concept:  Type of Text

genre - 
fiction - 
nonfiction -

Concept: Preview Text

preview - 
text organization -

Concept: Prior Knowledge

prior knowledge - 
connections -

Concept: Purpose

purpose - 
author's purpose -

Concept: Prediction

predict - 
reasonable -

Concept: Vocabulary

vocabulary -


